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G.Pulla Reddy Engineering
College is the brainchild
of Late Sri G.Pulla Reddy,
(popularly known as
Sweets Pulla Reddy in A.P.)
the renowned
philanthropist and a great
humanist.  Established in
1984-85, it  is one of the
earliest private
engineering colleges in
the state of Andhra
Pradesh. GPREC has been
functioning as an
autonomous institution
since 2006. With the
munificent grants and
pragmatic guidance of Sri .
G.Pulla Reddy, the college
has made a steady
progress and has become
a premier institute of
technical education. 

Though the college is second to none in physical
infrastructure and human resources, it  is primarily known for
its discipline and value system. Sri G.Pulla Reddy belonged to
the school of thought and practice that believes  “virtue is its
own reward” and this ideal formed the basis for all  activities
on the campus. 
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Dear Reader,
         The story behind naming NEXUS 
Nexus English definition is “a connection or
series of connections linking two or more
things” or “focal point”.  We have named the
magazine "NEXUS" because we want it to be
a platform to connect students who can
share their knowledge and creativity. Using
NEXUS students can grow while helping
other students grow. NEXUS serves as a
focal point where students irrespective of
their year and branch exhibit their
knowledge and encourage others to awaken
their dormant creativity and explore the
opportunities.

We feel ecstatic to announce the first
edition of NEXUS, a GPREC students
magazine. The magazine encompasses
written and visual contributions from
curious students and is meant to provoke
curiosity in others.

We thank Sri. Y. Venkata Siva Kumar sir
and Ms. A. Sri Nidhi ma'am for constantly
supporting and guiding us to make our
journey in publishing "NEXUS" successful.
We thank our management and all the
departments for being supportive. Our
special thanks to the students for
contributing their inspiring and innovative
work.
We hope you have a fun and intriguing
read.

NEXUS TEAM:

P. Mani Aryani - 209X1A0587

Prajwala Madri - 209X1A0575

Sasira Bandaru - 209X1A05K3

G. Naga Sowgandhi - 209X1A05B0

FACULTY ADVISORS:

Sri. Y. Venkata Siva Kumar(Assitant Professor of English)

Ms. A.Sri Nidhi(Assitant Professor of English)



At the time when Kurnool was the capital
of Andhra Pradesh, he was the official
sweet supplier to Raj Bhavan. Later, when
the capital was shifted to Hyderabad, he
decided to start a new branch in
Hyderabad. His success there helped
Pulla Reddy sweets become the best in
the world in a short period. He became an
RSS Sangh Chalak in 1974. He established
the “Pulla Reddy Charitable Trust" in
1975. In 1980 he became the state
president of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad
and established many educational
institutions. 

G. Pulla Reddy was a great
philanthropist, an educationalist,
and a great humanist. Pulla Reddy
Sweets are well-known sweet
shops across the globe. Let us
know his effort behind this.
G.Pulla Reddy only completed his
fifth grade because he was
uninterested in studies. He came
to Kurnool with his uncle Kasi
Reddy Venkat Reddy and worked
under him for several years. But
he used to think of starting his
own business for a long time. With
25 rupees of loan from his friends,
he started a tea business. With
some profits he started a cloth
store in Kurnool. The business
went well, then he started a
readymade shop in partnership,
but it didn't go as planned as he
made many losses. 

 As Pulla Reddy was a man with
confidence, he never accepted his failures.
He believed that he should stand and be
confident in bad times. With support from
his uncle, he started the sweets business
in Kurnool(1948). He hired a person to
prepare sweets but the food made by him
didn’t impress Pulla Reddy. So he learned
to make sweets in 4 months. He used
ingredients of the best quality so that the
cost turned out higher than other sellers,
but the taste was superior when compared
to others. He used to move around on a
bicycle to sell the sweets in Kurnool. The
business went very well. Because of his
efforts, the business expanded very fast. 

K.Kedharnath Reddy
I CSE

219X1A05D5
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Dr.B.Sreenivasa Reddy
P R O F E S S O R  &  P R I N C I P A L

Messages

Good things remain good only because they are scarce. I am glad to

pen for this wonderful magazine as an appreciation of the

commendable efforts put forth by the team on “NEXUS”, the college's

magazine.  I hope students continue utilizing this platform and reach

heights. The efforts taken to bring about innovative content through

drafting, editing, and designing are truly appreciable. Wish you all a

grand success and hope that “NEXUS” paves a way for the students to

come forward and publish their works.
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PROFESSOR & TRAINING AND PLACEMENT OFFICER

PROFESSOR & HOD - COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING

It gives me immense pleasure to express my views on the release of the college

magazine. As you scan through the pages, it will enlighten you with the important

milestones that college has achieved this year. Besides, our budding talents have

expressed their thoughts, ideas, aspirations, and convictions in a creative way. The

students are encouraged to present papers at Conferences and they are bringing laurels

to the college. This magazine should be a good source of guidance for coming batches of

students in choosing activities of their choice in their future for building their career. The

Academic activity is continuously geared up and monitored to cope-up with emerging

trends of technological development and innovations. With this spirit and tempo being

maintained, I am sure the College is going to occupy noticeable place among the

technical intuitions of India. I am confident that the activities of the departmental level

the students of GPREC family will get exposure to academic and professional fields which

will leave a mark of their services, wherever they go, by exhibiting their sound

professional knowledge, unimpeachable character, sense of discipline and commitment. 
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Literature is an expression of the mind, and art is the expression of the

heart. The blend of literature and art brings out everything a person has

inscribed deep within. This magazine is an effort to activate the dormant

talents and encourage the students to bring out their thoughts.  Art is a

beautiful collaboration of imagination and creative skill and every

student has an in-store of these abilities as a treasure. Such students

should be given a platform to express their views and enrich their talents.

This magazine brings out such talents and gives not only a brief of the

happenings in this college but also about the emerging trends.

P R O F E S S O R  &  H O D  -  M E C H A N I C A L  E N G I N E E R I N G
Dr. Y.Venkata Mohan Reddy

Dr. N. KASIVISWANATH

https://www.gprec.ac.in/images/ME%20faculty/Y%20Venkata%20Mohan%20Reddy.pdf
https://www.gprec.ac.in/images/ME%20faculty/Y%20Venkata%20Mohan%20Reddy.pdf


Dr. R. Praveen Sam
P R O F E S S O R  &  H O D  -  E M E R G I N G  T E C H N O L O G I E S  O F  C O M P U T E R  S C I E N C E

Dr. S.Nagaraja Rao
P R O F E S S O R  &  H O D  -  E L E C T R O N I C S  &  C O M M U N I C A T I O N  E N G I N E E R I N G

I am happy to know that our college is publishing the student

magazine. Student magazines have a great educative value. They

encourage students to think and grow. In fact, young talent finds its

exposure through this medium. The magazine also records the

achievements and various activities of the institution. I hope that

this publication would be successful in achieving these objectives.

“Appreciate what you have and enjoy your life. Be happy and

positive for everything around you and learn new things everyday

and you will become a successful person”

 

 

         It is a great effort by students for fostering interaction and exchange

of ideas through a magazine, NEXUS. I sincerely convey my special

appreciation for bringing the Newsletter with more enthusiasm and it is

understood that the NEXUS may include more versatile articles on student

activities such as technical literatures, latest trends in technology, Alumni

experiences. The students contributions submitted will bring more impact

on student domain to enhance their inherent talents and global exposure. I

strongly believe that the students’ initiation in releasing the Newsletters

like this will motivate them to organize the events and articulate the

outputs in a planned manner which will enrich their managerial and

leadership skills. I convey my best wishes to the team of NEXUS.
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https://www.gprec.ac.in/images/cse%20faculty%20profiles/Praveen%20Sam.pdf
https://www.gprec.ac.in/images/ece%20faculty/Dr.%20S.%20Nagaraja%20Rao.pdf


Dr.K.Sri Gowri
P R O F E S S O R  &  H O D  -  E L E C T R I C A L  &  E L E C T R O N I C S  E N G I N E E R I N G

The biannual College Magazine, Nexus of GPREC is a platform for

students to showcase their creative abilities through articles, poetry

and painting, coding techniques, innovative ideas, spreading the

institute level events, and achievements. This is a productive

technical material and subsidiary skill-developing tool for the

students. I wish this committee a very big success in all their

ventures. I also applaud the coordination and efforts behind the

team to bring out this issue.
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The magazine is an effort to showcase various talents that a student

possesses, while they continue to excel in academics, unlocking their

creative streak is just as important for their growth and development as

a person. The magazine focuses to increase student participation in all

walks of life, other than academics. 

I congratulate the entire magazine team for their work and dedication in

making this successful. My best wishes for the upcoming editions. I hope

the team keeps working to achieve greater things and helps students

mold their creative brain.

P R O F E S S O R  O F  M A T H E M A T I C S  &  H O D  -  H U M A N I T I E S  A N D  B A S I C  S C I E N C E S

Dr.Y.Rajasekhara Goud

https://www.gprec.ac.in/images/eee%20faculty/K.Sri%20Gowri.pdf
https://www.gprec.ac.in/images/BS%20Faculty/Rajasekhara%20Goud.pdf
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In this world of rapid-paced technological advancements, we as

engineers have no option but to keep ourselves updated and be

technically and culturally relevant with each passing day. Learning is

no longer limited to a specific degree but it’s a wholesome acquisition

of necessary skills and relevant expertise. College magazine is a

literary platform by which students can contribute and brainstorm

their innovative ideas for a knowledgeable atmosphere. The articles

very much give a surge of positivity, guidance, and motivation towards

better growth of students through their journey.

Dr. K. CHINNAPA REDDY
P R O F E S S O R  &  H O D  -  C I V I L  E N G I N E E R I N G

I am happy that a group of students have taken an initiative to bring out

a magazine titled “Nexus”. College magazines provide an excellent platform

for students to showcase their talents in different fields like music,

painting, creative art, poetry and innovative ideas in the field of

science and technology. It will, connect faculty, alumni and students. 

I wish the core team working on this task good luck and hope

that they will choose and groom their successors who can carry forward

this work and bring out this kind of a magazine every year.

P R O F E S S O R  &  T R A I N I N G  A N D  P L A C E M E N T  O F F I C E R

Dr. B. Veera Bhadra Reddy

https://www.gprec.ac.in/images/Civil%20Faculty%20Profile/K.Chinnapa%20Reddy.pdf
https://www.gprec.ac.in/images/Civil%20Faculty%20Profile/K.Chinnapa%20Reddy.pdf


Learn how to say 

'NO'
We will find many of our friends and many people in
our vicinity who will be struggling to say NO to the
things they don’t want to be part of. Saying NO does
not have to be that hard.

Here are 4 tips on how to decline people politely

1 2

3
4

                                                                                 
 If you have to say no - be clear. You don't
want to keep your counterpart wondering,
especially if the task at hand is time-
sensitive. Not even taking the time to sit
down and decline an email can seem
thoughtless and can close the door for
future collaborations. But there's a
difference between being concise and
being rude.

Be concise and clear :        
 

                                                                           
 Without giving an opening, you might
want to explain to the other person why
this particular weekend or week doesn't
work. Providing a brief explanation can let
the other person know that it's not
neglected but that you are simply
unavailable. However, you don't need to
feel compelled to offer your reasons if the
person is a taker, aka someone who takes
your arm when you give them a hand. You
want to keep your no as simple as
possible with takers, do not give them an
opening to argue their way into your
schedule.

Give your Reasons :  

Thank you for thinking of me.
Sounds like a great project/event/idea,
but this is not for us.
I don't have enough time on my plate
to offer you quality help.
"Sadly" or "unfortunately"

People want to feel seen and appreciated,
even when you have to deny their request.
So let the other person feel good about
themselves! Some formulations you want
to use to be kind & polite:

Kill them with Kindness & Be polite : 

                                                                                      
A simple referral can be a huge help for
your counterpart. Introducing them to
another person that can take over the job
or who is even more suitable for the task
can be worth taking your time, especially
with people you work with long term. Even
suggesting another time in your own
calendar can be a compromise you can
agree on. If you get the same requests
repeatedly, you can collect a document
with your most common referrals (books,
people, courses, etc.) to make it easier for
you.

Refer them to an alternative : 
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The ultimate of God's creation.

A creation with a sensation.

and an ocean of perception

is the women of today's generation.

She is gentle and calm,

and yet mature and understanding

so determined in her work.

that she is seldom false doing.

She is a symbol of culture,

and yet modernity she nurtures.

Happiness and prosperity she ushers,

with a simple and modest gesture.

She is materialistic in her thought,

and authentic in her deed,

confidently she beholds courage to lead,

the whole work in her veil.

Poems
Women 

Today
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M. Pavitra
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Who is she? Mellow as cello, sweeter than fructose, her gaze is cooler

than penguin in blizzard, squeaky in household chores, but not less

creative outdoors.

Who is she? She gives birth to a baby, the baby never existed before and

she never exits after, the child drowns in her surging waves of love, the

one who spread fragrance.

Who is she? Festivity in presence, glamorous at heart,

luminous warmth owned by her, she is right way not twice in a day but

24 hours.

Who is she? Demented patience, priceless sacrifice, gentle support,

undivided attention, undeviated protection, everlasting smile, relentless

dedication, restless love, and competent skill, are her assets.

Who is she? Never got incentive pay, sloppiness, and never

lost executive authority, more appealing in the dark of the storm, brighter

than all 100 billion trillion stars.

Who is she? She is peachy perfect, infinity, greater than greatness, lights

up life in all colors. Oh!!!!!! words do not seem to come to an end.

Who is she? 

She is “THE MOTHER”, the one who loves you more today than

yesterday but less than tomorrow.

 

Who is SHE ??
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Aphorism 
 

 

Walking through the sand and gravel, the

water going with a level and a shrivel,

Water on the rocks splash splash, Like the

empires go crash and bash. Like the flow

goes tidy wave,

The sun shines bright on the groovy

cave  afar looks the brown monastery

Still unknown it's brief history.

Blue are the clouds in sky

Never know why it's high,

Slipped and dipped form of the rocks

Step-by-step goes the walk without a dock

Pick and throw a solid stone

The shape looks like a liquid cone.

Swift and ship goes the bird

The feeling I can't fly is absurd.

Out comes the sun's glare

All the view confined to a friend's

share song by song peace goes the feel

You’ll wanna sleep and kneel

All the clicks of the phones.

You know the pics are better on

drones. The beauty of the color white,

Winds too much for the fly kite.
 

The circle is a great drive

All you know it's not a marine

drive. A new visitor are the true ants

Be cautious to not get in the

pants. Why is the land seen low,

The water has a dull glow

Surrounding it is the big brown farm.

The chit-chat is a beautiful charm.

The predators are the fishes and

the man who fishes

The whole area is so isolated

That the time feels like its all due dated

The madness of the poses

The essence of the red roses

Swirl and twirl like a tornado

Yet it's just another visit to do

 

Espy 
 

of
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Yarra Pavan Reddy
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This or That!!

What’s next?

Plans envisioned?

Is all what we listen!

Thoughts of where we at

And things we’ve forgotten,

Frighten us sometimes…

Waiting for Sovereign to reach our hand.

Insecure!! Don’t know what for.

No more mistakes,

like we made before

Give up!! Thought pops 

and tops our belief.

Hesitation got us against the walls

But believe in the way,

that result won’t befall.

Stand tall like a giant,

we’ll be going higher.

So don’t you doubt, when we’re

 fighting our lonely nights!!

 

RIDE OR
DIE

10

S.Farha Sultana
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Not born 
IMPECCABLE!

EXPEXPEXPLORE!LORE!LORE!
This life is a cupboard of memories and lessons.

It's all about meeting new people, spending time

doing the things we love,

building different special bonds, and making

beautiful confessions,

like saying, "Thank you", "Sorry", "I'm proud of you",

and "You are Amazing".

It's not just important to make this kind of

confession to other people, but to ourselves too!

Giving others our time is important, and giving

ourselves some time is important too!

It's better to just leave all the sad and bad things

aside, and live life to the

fullest!

Let's just Live! Love! Wander! And Explore! 

 

 

You cannot control the way people react to you,

But you can control the way you react to their

reaction.

The lesser you speak, the more you'll be able to

dissolve your unnecessary

frustration.

You make silly and worst mistakes at times, but that

doesn't mean you need to declare

your life miserable.

We need to remember that, not everyone is born

impeccably.
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The tale of a 
Foggy teenager

When someone would ask me in which state do

you live...? Then I would say confused state.

Being in the third year of graduation where

many of us suffer from huge mental stress,

strain, anxiety, and depression which are

mainly due to competitive circumstances,

exams, and parental pressure.

Back then, being one among them who was

suffering and also an extrovert, people around

me couldn't digest the fact of me turning into

an INTROVERT. So then the best thing

happened in my life i.e; consulting a

psychologist who preached me the gospel of

life.

Take life seriously in a way that your

health doesn't become a serious issue.

Make no way for regret.

 Talk to people.

Have no filter on your life.

Take a chill pill.

  From then I started to be in the way I loved to

be. So the thing I would recommend to all my

buddies is that remember to

So just like desserts at the last wishing all of us

with sugar of success.

- B. Harshini Reddy
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Weapons,

Women
W
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Imagine a little girl that dreams of
becoming a fashion designer, a married
woman that dreams of getting a degree
because she couldn't get one when she was
young, or an older woman who dreams of
supporting her family by starting a
business. All these dreams collectively try
to achieve the same thing, a future, not
necessarily a bright one, but a path to
create something of their own. When people
judge and point out, set irrelevant
boundaries and rules, or when they
disapprove and discourage, they're not only
damaging the dreams but they're creating
walls huge, strong walls come in the way of
a woman and her dreams, walls of
insecurity and doubt. They're damaging a
dream, but they're also putting a stop to
any future ones. Now, these women have to
go through all the trouble of shielding
themselves from these weapons and to
demolish these walls in order just to have a
dream, not achieving their dream, but just
to have one.

Women may be strong enough to shield
themselves from those bullets and
demolish those walls to create a path that
leads to their dreams. But why put them
through that? Why do we need to make it
hard for them? Creating a path to their
dreams is itself very hard. We don't have to
support them, but disapproving and
discouraging their dreams is cruel and
inhuman. Freedom without a right to dream
is no freedom at all, it's just oppression and
tyranny disguised as freedom.

To all the people that create walls and
shoot down dreams, We don't need your
support but don't make an already hard
task even harder. The least you could do is
leave us and our dreams alone.

Dream a little.

Every person is born with a set of weapons, powerful weapons, these
weapons don't cause any physical damage or kill the life of others, but
they do kill something, dreams. A pointed finger to aim and a voice to
shoot out words as bullets. It may seem silly or absurd, but it can
literally change the future of a person.

alls, and
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SHE is a Women,
Mother, Daughter,
Sister
For ages, discrimination against women is a never-ending evil prevailing in our society. Since
time immemorial, why are men cherished as fortune and girl child a harbinger of misfortune?
‘Shakti’,  the incarnation of power, strength, and courage is a woman, but why are women still
degraded to a low status? Hitherto women were dependent upon their fathers during childhood,
on husbands in youth, and on sons in old age. Now, they have broken the shackles binding them.
They enlightened themselves and embarked to shine as bright as stars with their skills and
talent. Thus, transforming a patriarchal society into a matriarchal society.

CW : Misogyny
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L. Vamsi Krishna
III CSE

209x1a0599

This discrimination doesn't end here, there
prevails bias in the wages they receive. Why
are women given low wages compared to
men? she faces problems in her
transportation, stalking by men and sexual
harassment. This is not what women actually
deserve. Her dream left unfulfilled, her
family remorse for her, and her children
becoming motherless. What do you think is
the real cause of this? A girl who aspires to
shine is suppressed under these evils. After 75
years of Independence, we the so-called youth
must step forth to bring the society in order. It
is high time for women to showcase their
intellectuality, arts, and achievements.
Hopefully, very soon we will witness a society
driven by Humanity, Moral Values rather
than on the grounds of Gender, Colour, and
Status.

When a girl child steps out of her home
starting with her first stage of education, many
restraints come across the way. Though her
male siblings are joined into a corporate
school, she never goes against their will for
joining her in a government school. During
her education, she faces many hurdles like eve-
teasing, social trafficking, acid attacks, and
mention not this instant. This may be the
reason why women are ending up in the
kitchen and marrying against their will.
Whereas men have no restrictions. This is what
is called gender inequality. With an undying
spirit even if she completes her graduation and
applies for a job, she faces
rejection due to mere reasons. Why is a woman
who is a wife and also a mother, is ineligible
for the workforce? It is us, who must respect
her for her daringness to step out of the house
and is willing to work. 

 Even so, do you think women are actually
enjoying Liberty? Are they completely strong
enough to survive in a society where men are
given utmost importance over women? Even
many social evils are eradicated with
revolutionary movements. But, what about
women who are still struck in these cages?
Who will unleash them from the cages? Yes, it
is they, they themselves have the power to
open the cage. The key is their grit,
determination, skill, and a strong voice to
fight for their rights.
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TOXIC

MASCULINITY
Image: Pinterest
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Toxic masculinity involves cultural

pressures for men to behave in a certain

way, and it’s likely that this affects all boys

and men in some fashion.

This idea that men need to act tough and

avoid showing all emotions can be

harmful to their mental health and can

have serious consequences for society,

which is how it came to be known as “toxic

masculinity.

Toxic masculinity isn’t just about

behaving like a man. Instead, it involves

the extreme pressure some men may feel

to act in a way that is actually harmful.

Toughness: This is the notion that

men should be physically strong,

emotionally callous, and behaviorally

aggressive.

Antifeminity: This involves the idea

that men should reject anything that

is considered to be feminine, such as

showing emotion or accepting help.

Power: This is the assumption that

men must work toward obtaining

power and status (social and financial)

so they can gain the respect of others.

Some researchers have come to agree that

toxic masculinity has three core

components:

Men who view themselves as more

masculine are less likely to engage in what

researchers call “helping behavior.” That

means they are not likely to intervene

when they witness bullying or when they

see someone being assaulted.

Men who endorsed the belief that men

should be strong and aggressive were

more likely to perceive negative social

consequences associated with intervening

as an active bystander.

 In instances of sexual assault, for

example, men who identified the most

with masculine behaviors were less likely

to stop the assault. The study found that

men would intervene in any conflict if

they thought their reputation as being

traditionally masculine might be

compromised.

 Toxic masculinity also discourages men

from getting mental health treatment.

Depression, anxiety, substance abuse

issues, and mental health problems may

be viewed as weakness.

Toxic masculinity may also stress that it’s

inappropriate for men to talk about their

feelings. Avoiding conversations about

problems or emotions may increase

feelings of isolation and loneliness. 

Toxic masculinity refers
to the notion that some

people’s idea of
“manliness”
perpetuates
domination,

homophobia, and
aggression.

What exactly is toxic masculinity?

Mental Health Stigma

SC : www.verywellmind.com
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Mental   -     
Health 

Every 15 minutes someone dies from committing
suicide that’s roughly 38,000 suicides each year
to put that into perspective that’s twice as many
people that die from traffic fatalities in a year,
so what’s happening? well roughly 90% of all
suicides are related to mental health illnesses

“Mental health is a state of well-being in which

an individual realizes his or her own abilities, can

cope with the normal stresses of life, can work

productively, and is able to make a contribution

to his or her community.”

What causes mental health illness and why do

people commit suicide?

Mental health problems can have a wide range of

causes. It's likely that for many people there is a

complicated combination of factors – although

different people may be more deeply affected by

certain things than others.

Significant trauma as an adult, such as

military combat, being involved in a serious

incident in which you feared for your life, or

being the victim of a violent crime.

 Physical causes – for example, a head injury

or a neurological condition such as epilepsy

can have an impact on your behaviour and

mood. (It's important to rule out potential

physical causes before seeking further

treatment for a mental health problem).

So
 no

w what is mental health??So
 no

w what is mental health??

So
 no

w what is mental health??

 Childhood abuse, trauma, or neglect · social

isolation or loneliness.

Experiencing discrimination and stigma,

including racism.

Social disadvantage, poverty or debt.

Bereavement (losing someone close to you).

Unemployment or losing your job ·

homelessness or poor housing.

Drug and alcohol misuse.

Domestic violence, bullying or other abuse as

an adult.

For example, the following factors could

potentially result in a period of poor mental

health:

The end of a relationship.

Suicide refers to when a person intentionally

ends their own life. Sometimes, people use the

term “commit suicide” to describe this. However,

the word “commit” implies criminality, which can

reinforce harmful stigma. There are many

potential reasons that a person may consider

suicide. Often, it is the result of long-term

difficulties with thoughts, feelings, or

experiences that the individual feels that they

cannot bear any longer.

Many factors can contribute to a person feeling

this way. It may be due to events happening in

their life. Mind, a charity in the United Kingdom,

lists the following examples of scenarios that

may lead to suicide:
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A major change in life circumstances, such as

divorce, unemployment, retirement, or

homelessness.

Receiving a diagnosis of a life-changing

illness.

Problems with money.

Pregnancy or pregnancy loss.

Questioning one’s sexual or gender identity

in an environment that is not accepting of

this.

Certain cultural practices, such as forced

marriage.

Surviving a traumatic event.

The people who do respond positively to your

honest expression are the people you can start

to build your “tribe” with.

·GET SOME SLEEP

EXERCISE

HEALTHY EATING

MEDITATE

SPEND TIME IN NATURE

GET PROFESSIONAL HELP

--> Develop Healthy Lifestyle Habits

I know everyone “knows” they should take

better care of their bodies, but most of us are

still pretty terrible about it. And it’s arguably

even more important if you’re trying to improve

your mental health.

Your mental health will almost always benefit

from incorporating healthy lifestyle habits into

your day. The whole “mind-body” connection,

after all, is only a thing because the brain is a part

of the body. So taking care of your body means

you’re taking care of your brain too.

These are the ways by which you can develop

healthy lifestyles -

Below are just a few guidelines to get you to a

place where you can manage your mental health

more confidently if you often feel out of place,

unfulfilled, or like something is “missing” and it

causes you some degree of distress at times.

--> Create Deeper Social Connections

One of the best predictors of good mental health

is having a solid social network.

Knowing that you have just a few people or even

one person you can turn to when problems get

real gives you sociological and psychological

safety net. The thing is, relationships like these

have to be cultivated and fostered over time.

You do this by sharing yourself with others

honestly and with vulnerability. This will turn

some people off, but that’s okay. You don’t need

to make friends with everyone. When it comes to

relationships, always strive for quality over

quantity.

Ho
w to

 develop mental toughness????

Ho
w to

 develop mental toughness????

Ho
w to

 develop mental toughness????
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Unstoppable

unstoppable
STOPPABLE

unstoppa

unstoppable
unstoppable

unstoppable
unstoppab

U N S T O P P A B L E
adjective
impossible to stop.
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unstoppabl

nstoppable

unstoppable

People pray to get rid of adversities. But, I say to
give special invitation cards to your adversities
because they exist only to strengthen you and
augment your experience. If people like Elon
Musk, Ratan Tata, Falguni, Steve Jobs etc...have
become great by overcoming adversities and
gaining their experience, how great will you
become with the experience you gained? 
So, don’t let the obstacles rule you. If you’re
ambitious, optimistic, and perseverant, success
will become your forever bonded slave. If people
bully you, be thankful to them from the bottom
of your heart because they're providing you extra
fuel to your burning zeal so that you can reach
your goal very early. If stones are thrown at you,
be happy as you are going to build a beautiful
palace with them. 
Quibbling about society is useless but, self-
introspection is profitable because nobody cares
how hard and tough your struggle is. The only
thing which matters is your final destination.
Your success is a replication for all nit-pickers
who said you’re nothing. The closer you’re to your
dreams and targets, the more obstacles you
face. So, be ready to celebrate your astonishing
success. 
Ultimately, be unstoppable….. 
 

These days, leading life in an oppressive world
has become an onerous defiance of all. In plain
words, we’re fraternized with ridiculers, taunters,
hypocrites, and beleaguerers. It’s quite common
to encounter humiliation and comparison. At
times, when you want to start a work, before a
plan of action, you’ll be given a tag line
“INEPTNESS”. If someone says that you’re
incapable, just let them say. Work in silence. You
should work in such a way, your success should
roar aloud and they must confess that you did it. 
If it is known that some people are there just  to
tell rubbish things in order to belittle you,
despite knowing that things are rubbish and that
are told by useless people, why to consider them
in high esteem? You must learn the art of
ignorance i.e., ignoring unwanted things. 

Nowadays, being very sincere is also harmful for
health. You must be a hypocrite among
hypocrites. If this is the genre of survival of the
fittest, there’s nothing wrong in believing in
yourself and staying optimistic. If you face
incredulity everytime, rather than getting
depressed and frustrated, it’s better to celebrate
as you’re gaining a lot of experiences and mental
strength. Feel them as an opportunity to
increase your breaking point. 

One should be conscientious in such a way they
ignore critics and judgments to a large extent.
Because if you allow people to judge you and if
you accept to mold yourself as expected by
society then, it’s not your life, it’s theirs. You
know what you are and you know what your
target is. You’re even aware of what you’re doing
to reach the destination then it’s idiotic to
deviate towards depression by minding what
people say.

unstoppable
unstoppable
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I felt like someone was watching me.
I got worried and turned around.
There's someone there, he's lying on the floor. 
I raised my voice to make him scared. 
He sounded nothing but something like my
breath. 
I stood up to see him and he started to move.
I held my breath and moved the curtain. 
He was like my shadow but I still was afraid.
Then giggled, knowing it was me. 
He started to grow bigger as I got nearer. 
I was about to touch him my mom turned on the
lights.

Was he a demon or just me?
I made my mom go so to see him
again. 
He reappeared I now touched him.
He did nothing to me so I felt so safe.
I have no friends and now I have him. 
I can talk to him and so to me.
I felt happy I'll never lose him again. 
He is not a demon he is now my
friend.

DEMON

was he a

O R  J U S T  M E ?
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 check out more on https://sridharkuruva.blogspot.com/?m=1

-A BIG '?'

Does the point exist

 However, the past is, we are here after
having experienced the things that we can
catch and are in our flow. But, many times I
can sense that the reminder in me is
alarming and pushing me to reach the point
of breaching all the difficulties, and
challenges surrounding me.
The journey of this gives satisfaction only
if there is a point that exists and we are
able to reach it. I think it's nothing but
experiencing the life with atmost joy and
happiness. If we start accepting what we
are and loving what we are then  living is
full of happiness and we are living every
moment.

According to some great personalities we
are just some much more advanced
monkeys if it is the case, no limit can stop
you , just being in space is what you have
to strive for where there would be no
restrictions.
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WHAT’S 
?

  “Computers
themselves, and

software yet to be
developed, will

revolutionize the
way we learn.” 

NEXT

-   Steve Jobs

T E C H N O L O G Y
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                                                   are in 2022, and IoT is 
                                          being developed as we
speak.. We   can print whatever we imagine
using 3-D printers. We are predicting the future
to its best and accurate using ML. The question,
“Will AI take over humans?” is no longer a
question. Google Assistant and Siri are the
beginning of a new era. Data is being sent
nearly at the speed of light; we know it as LTE.
Automated manufacturing… lol, that happened
half a century ago. The technologies we
dreamed of a few years ago are all real now. If
asked, what’s left from our dreams that aren't
invented or developed, don’t tell me you want to
be outdoors by staying indoors. Don't worry, AR
and VR will fulfill it soon. We don’t even need
licenses nowadays, because self-driving cars
are here. Is this the end of development? What
is the next step? Ever wondered “WHAT’S
NEXT?”

 It’s time, we dream of new technologies. Let’s
start dreaming. Can we dream of Artificial eyes
which will capture images and send them out to
the brain? It will be a miracle for blind people.
Self-healing materials that will heal themselves
upon any damage will be a permanent solution to
tear and wear in machines. Think of ending forest
fires with the help of sound. How does it sound?
What if we use a superconductor in an electric
vehicle? Will we ever need to charge our electric
vehicles? Ponder upon the question. Is it
beneficial or destructive, if the computer wrote
the algorithm itself? How about we capture the
solar energy trapped by plants? This will solve
deforestation and energy depletion. The
technology and future we dreamt of, is already
here and we need to dream of new technologies.
Let’s start dreaming of "WHAT'S NEXT? "

We

"

 Computers 

have lots 

of memory but no

imagination.

"
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Neural
Networks:
A big step
towards AI
T E C H N O L O G Y

Image Source : pixabay.com
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                       rtificial Neural Networks (ANNs) or
                Neural Networks are computing system  
inspired by the biological neural networks 
 These reflect the behaviour of the human   
 brain, allowing the machine (computer) to
recognize patterns and solve problems. The
basic idea behind these is that to make the
machine capable of making decisions without
being explicitly programmed. These consist of
thousands of artificial neurons called units
arranged in a series of layers, each of which
connects to the layers on the either side. Some
of the units called input units receive the
information in various forms. On the other side,
the response to the information it has learned is
found at output units. The units between these
two are called hidden units. These together
form the artificial brain. The connections
between one unit and the other is a number
called weight. The more the weight, the more
influence a unit has on the other. A richer
structure of neural network called Deep Neural
Network (DNN) is used to tackle and solve much
complex problems. In theory, a DNN can map
any kind of input to any kind of output. 

The wide range of applications of neural
networks in real world is what makes them so
in demand. Convolutional Neural Networks are
used in facial recognition systems which
compares the human face with the registered
list of IDs in the database. These are also used
in defence for determining the presence of
underwater mines. Thus, the defence sector is
getting the needed kick of artificial
intelligence to scale up its technologies. 
CNNs are also actively used in the healthcare
sector for X ray detection, CT scan and
ultrasound. These are also used for
handwriting analysis and verification. The
Neural Network play a vital role in stock
market prediction and social media analysis,
too. A model called Multilayer Perceptron MLP
is employed to make a successful stock
prediction in real time. The past performances
of the stock, annual returns and non-profit
ratios are considered for building this model.
Multilayer Perception ANN is used to mine
data from social media apps. Neural Networks
have a myriad of applications and can do a lot
of things with some simple inputs. Thus, the
growth of neural networks is a pretty big step
in turning the sci-fi movies we fancy into
reality pretty soon!

Neural

networks

are a subset

of Machine

Learning.

"

a "
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 DARK
WEB

Internet is a network that provides all the information and
makes things possible in everyday life. We are using
Youtube, Google, Instagram, and other social media
platforms. For every minute, there are 38,00,000 searches
on Google, 500 hours of watch time videos are uploaded on
Youtube and also 35,00,000 tweets are posted. By seeing
this we think like this is the real internet. But the truth is
that it is not the real one. There is another world on the
internet which is popularly known as Dark web. Most of the
people don't know about it. But, It is very dangerous. Don't
try to access this type of web. 

C H E C K  O U T  M O R E  O N   H T T P S : / / H A R S H A R E D D Y 1 2 3 4 . B L O G S P O T . C O M /

T E C H N O L O G Y
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Types of the Internet : 
Internet is of 3 types 
1. Surface Web  2. Deep Web 3. Dark Web

                       
   The surface web is only about 4% of the internet
which we are using in our daily life like Google,
Yahoo Bing, and other search engines.

  
Deep web is about 96% of the overall internet
where all the important details which are
encrypted with passwords are stored in this
Deep web. We can't find these types of details
like OTT subscriptions, Govt projects, College
databases our emails cloud services, youtube
private videos, and some other things.

   Dark web is also a part of the Deep web. The
dark web is about 6% of the Deep web. The dark
web is very convenient for illegal users. If you
go into depth into the Dark web, horrible things
are present in it. If you search about the Dark
web in normal search engines we can't find
anything. If you want to access the Dark web
you need a browser named "TOR" browser. TOR
means the onion router. The meaning behind
this is, Onion consists of multiple layers which is
a hectic task to unpeel. Similarly, if we use this
browser the user identity is also encrypted in
layers to make user identity anonymous. So that
the browser is named TOR.
Normally, if a user searches something in
Google, from where the search request is, from
which device it is, and what operating system
we can find it easily through the IP address. But
if you search in the TOR browser no one can
trace and find the IP address. Every time the IP
address is go on changing.
Ex: If you search in India, it shows the IP address
in Japan. And after some time it shows the IP
address in France. So no one can trace the user.
Messages are also encrypted in deep layers. 

TOR Browser is developed by U.S.NAVAL
Research and laboratory .They developed the
Tor to encrypt the data. Unfortunetly Tor
become the gateway to the Dark web. We can't
imagine what's going on in Dark web.
As easy as we shop things from Amazon and
Flipkart. And also in Dark web ,the selling and
buying of products like pistols, rocket
launchers, grenades and human organs takes
place.Fake certificates passports and so many
illegal activities. The extension of this Darkweb
is '.onion'. In Dark web if they want to transfer
money they don't use debit credit cards which
is easy to trace. They use Bitcoins which is
impossible to trace the transactions. In Dark
web some are doing work if someone pay money
they will hack the servers and get all the
database details.

Don't try to access this type of web. Once you
open, then hacker in this web hack your details
and sell it.

Surface Web

Dark Web

Deep Web

Be Cautious

Be aware
of dark

web
 "

"
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Did you Know?

Hermit is a spyware on the lines of
Pegasus by NSO Group. Once installed
on a device, it can record audio on the

device, carry out unauthorised calls, and
carry out many unauthorised activities.

-  P. Harsha Vardhan Reddy
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CLOUD

COMPUTING

Image Source : pixabay.com

T E C H N O L O G Y
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Today we don’t need any computer/hardware
to build an application, instead, you create
just an account on companies like Amazon-
Aws (IaaS), Google Cloud (PaaS), Microsoft
Azure, etc which deliver cloud computing
services to their users via the internet.
Besides, it avoids infrastructure costs, for
the people who start their business on their
own. Spending on public cloud services and
infrastructure is forecast to reach $266
billion in 2021, according to the latest data
from IDC. Public cloud services are expected
to reach $128 billion in 2017, upto 25.4
percent over 2016. Software-as-a-Service
(SaaS) will dominate as the top cloud
computing type, capturing two-thirds of all
public cloud spending this year. These
numbers show how the companies and users
adapt to cloud computing and its services
and these numbers might increase in the
future. 

                                  is the delivery of on-
demand computing services from
applications to storage and processing
power typically over the internet and on a
pay-as-you-go basis. An important reason to
introduce this is “to deliver computing
resources as a Utility” like water and
electricity and also Software as a Service
(e.g: SalesForce-CRM). Rather than owning
their own computing infrastructure or data
centers, companies can rent access to
anything from applications to storage from a
cloud service provider. One of the key
benefits of using Cloud Computing services
is that firms can avoid the upfront cost and
complexity of owning and maintaining their
own IT infrastructure, instead simply paying
for what they use when they use it. 

 
Pretty much any service that doesn't require
you to be physically close to the computer
hardware that you are using can now be
delivered via the cloud. Cloud Computing
services cover a vast range of options now,
from the basics of storage, networking, and
processing power, through to Natural
Language Processing and Artificial
Intelligence as well as standard office
applications. All the technologies such as
Cluster, Grid, and now Cloud Computing,
have all aimed at allowing access to large
amounts of computing power in a fully
virtualized manner, by aggregating
resources and offering a single system view

 

Cloud computing
(1)

(2)

(3)
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Stillness in Motion
We know that the water is shapeless and it doesn't
have any stillness itself and roaming always just like
our mind with full of unnecessary thoughts.This pic
tells about " learn to stillness with your heart even
when your thoughts in motion " and stick into it as
shown in pic.

by  P. Chaitanya Krishna
2 0 9 x 1 A 0 4 l 5  

Souls have a special
bond with nature 
It is just a dramatic thing but when you
connect some allignment with nature,
the nature reveals more dramatic
things to you. In this pic it reveals" two
souls are always connected by one.
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Comic Strip
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RainBow at 

Night?
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Have you ever

seen a

  If you are a person who enjoys nightlife,
then this is definitely for you. Aurora
Borealis is a beautiful painting by
Nature on the Sky Canvas. The Aurora
Borealis or the Northern Lights are
beautiful dancing waves of light in the
Night. The experience is surreal, with
vibrant hues of blue, green, pink and
violet dancing across the night sky. The
human eye also detects green more
readily than other colors. They look
similar to a Rainbow. The term Aurora
Borealis was coined by an Italian
astronomer Galileo Galilei after the
Roman goddess of dawn, Aurora, and the
Greek god of the north wind, Boreas.

These are caused when electrically
charged particles from space entering
the Earth’s upper atmosphere at a very
high speed, When the electrons reach
Earth's thin upper atmosphere, they
collide with nitrogen and oxygen
molecules, sending them into an excited
state. The excited electrons eventually
calm down and release light, which is
what we see as the aurora.

When this phenomenon occurs in the
northern hemisphere, they are called
Northern Lights or Aurora Borealis, when
it occurs in the southern hemisphere,
they are called southern Lights or
Aurora Australis.
           As it is a natural phenomenon, we
cannot find them in a specific place. We
need to hunt for that. The best places to
view northern lights are Finland, Alaska,
Sweden, Norway, Iceland, Greenland and
Canada. November through to February
offer the darkest skies and longer
evenings for maximum sky-gazing. So
what are you waiting for!!! Do visit if you
have chance.

The science behind the northern lights
wasn't theorized until the turn of the
20th century. Norwegian scientist
Kristian Birkeland proposed that
electrons emitted from sunspots
produced the atmospheric lights after
being guided toward the poles by
Earth's magnetic field. The theory
would eventually prove correct, but not
until long after Birkeland's 1917 death.

- S. Sai Bhavana Reddy
III CSE

209X1A0562
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"Yatra Naryastu Pujyante Ramante Tatra Devata" ,
which means where Women are honored, Divinity
blossoms there. But, Rarely it's being seen that Women
are honored. This Drawing depicts how Women are
curbed by certain rules and are unable to pursue their
dreams. Many people nowadays claim that women have
the same opportunities as men and are given the freedom
to select what they want, yet this freedom comes with
many limitations. Women, too have goals to achieve. So
give them unrestricted wings and the freedom to choose
what they want and how they live.
WOMEN TOO, HAVE VISIONS!
WOMEN TOO, HAVE DREAMS!
UNHEARD ARE MANY OF THEIR SCREAMS! EXPLOITATION
MUST STOP!!
IF WOMEN MAKE UP THEIR MINDS, THEY TOO HAVE THE
ABILITY TO REACH THE TOP!!

by  Shaik Umme Rumaan
IV ECE

199X1A0498
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Saving money is hard when compared to earning money. As adults,
you need to know how much money to spend and how much to save.
Here are some tips and tricks to help you budget your salary for a
better future.

Set goals early. Setting your financial goals is the first and critical step. You
can start this step using the S.M.A.R.T method. Setting a goal is not
sufficient, Sticking to the goal and achieving it in the preferred deadline is
very important

Start saving as soon as possible. IT DOESN'T MATTER HOW BIG OR
SMALL YOUR SALARY IS. The earlier you start saving, the more you'll
earn later on. This is because of something called compound interest.
Starting to save at an early age gives you a longer runway to reach
your financial goals

Use the 50/30/20 rule when budgeting. The 50-30-20 method is a helpful place to
start for budgeting newbies. Avoid convoluted spending categories. Simply divide
your budget three ways: 
50% towards living expenses and essentials (i.e. rent, groceries, utilities), 
30% towards flexible lifestyle spending (i.e. entertainment, eating out, travel), and 
20% towards your financial goals (i.e. savings, debt payments, investments).

1

2

3

Budgeting
A D U L T I N G  S E S S I O N S
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You should also list your debts from the highest to the lowest interest rate and repay as
much as you can on the debt that incur the highest interest. Keep doing this till you are
debt free! BUT TRY TO AVOID TAKING DEBTS IN THE FIRST PLACE.

Set up a dedicated bank account for your savings. Every person has some
weaknesses, to ensure that you don't spend money meant for your long-term
savings, it’s a good idea to open separate accounts, one for your regular
expenses and another just for savings.

Look for ways to cut costs. To help lower your expenses, always be on the
lookout for ways to save money; whether it’s finding the cheapest place to
buy groceries or taking advantage of deals.

Focus on income, not savings. While keeping a lid on expenses is important
to budgeting, some experts recommend that you should focus more on
income. After all, there’s only so much of your costs that you can save on,
but your
income has a far higher potential to grow in the long run.

Keep your debt in check. Having too much debt is a big obstacle to
building your savings. For a start, you should ensure that you make at
least the minimum payment on all your outstanding debts every month to
avoid late fees and extra interest charges.

4

6

7

5
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What is 
Freelancing ?

A freelancer works independently, not as an
employee for a company. freelancers are self-
employed, they make direct contact with clients
to discuss hiring terms and service rates.
Companies often hire freelancers as
independent contractors for a short period or a
specific project.
What Are the Advantages of Being a Freelancer?
Freelancers enjoy perks like the freedom to
manage their business and choose clients,
flexible working hours and location, faster
professional development, complete control
over their rates, and opportunities to work on
various types of projects and topics.

             - for digital marketing, web development,
social media

                                  - content translation, web
development, social media marketing

Fiverr

Freelancer.com

               - Software development, financial
consulting
Toptal

LinkedIn

                     - Mobile design, illustration, 
      animation

dribble

guru

- Graphic design

- copywriting, translation, graphic design

Choose your field based on your skillset and
passions, and define your target market and
business goals. Next, build your personal brand
by making an online portfolio and setting up a
business email account. 
6 Freelance websites to find work.

How to become a Freelancer?
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5 ways to earn 

Money in free time

Freelance Writer

Blogger

Proofreader

Graphic 
Designer

Translator

This is one of the best weekend jobs to make extra money as there is
no investment required in it, plus you can work from anywhere in the
world and as per your schedule. For becoming a writer, you need to
have a good command of the English language and have expertise in a
particular industry if you want to earn higher rates.

Numerous people make their living through blogging as it is a great way to earn
extra income. The income potential in blogging is unlimited, and the idea of
blogging is really pretty simple. You can start a blog on anything you like, such
as sports, education, cooking, etc.

Do you like reading and possess a talent for correcting errors? If yes, then
proofreading is the perfect weekend job for you. For most proofreading jobs,
you do not require any certification or experience, and with the explosion of
web content in the market, proofreading is very much in demand.

If you have knowledge about Adode Illustrator or any other graphic designing
tools this is the right one for you. For becoming a graphic designer, you need to
have a good eye for design, plus you should have some knowledge about the
software required to create the designs.

If you are a pro in two languages, then why not use this knowledge to earn some
extra income. There are a lot of translator jobs as well in the market that pays a
pretty handsome amount of money to the translators.

SC : moneymint 
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Trending
technologies to
Explore

Web3
Web3, or Web 3.0, is billed as the next
iteration of the internet after Web 2.0.
Web3 is derived largely on blockchain
technologies, which uses a distributed
network of servers and devices across
which any data and service is hosted. This
is largely different from central data
servers that are today controlled by the
world’s biggest internet corporations,
namely Google, Microsoft, Amazon,
Facebook and in some ways, even Apple. 

Will DALL-E replace designers
How will DeFi change World's Economy
Why Web3 is the future

 We would love to hear your thoughts
on......

DALL-E
DALL-E and DALL-E 2 are transformer models
developed by Open AI to generate digital
images from natural language descriptions
The tool is seen as one of the most advanced
artificial intelligence systems for creating
images in the world. Type a description, and
DALL-E instantly produces professional-
looking art or hyper realistic photographs. On
the most basic level, DALLE-2 is a function
that maps text to images with remarkable
accuracy, producing high quality and vibrant
output images.

DeFi
Decentralized finance (DeFi) is an emerging
financial technology based on secure
distributed ledgers similar to those used by
cryptocurrencies. The system removes the
control banks and institutions have on money,
financial products, and financial services.
Decentralized finance uses the blockchain
technology that cryptocurrencies use. A
blockchain is a distributed and secured
database or ledger. Applications called dApps
are used to handle transactions and run the
blockchain.
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@financewithsharan

@ayushshukl.a

@learnwithshero

@ohcheatday

@bhasintanvi

If you are interested in
investing in stocks and

don’t know how and where
to invest then Sharan

hedge is your go-to guy.

Are you a job seeker? then
whatever career you

choose tanvi's content will
give you insights for

smooth path.

Ayush's content gives
insights he acquired from

interactions with startups,
and videos covering the

ups and downs of brands.

If you want to learn about
web development in a fun
way then learn with shero

is your destination

The best way to kick out
boredom is to make some
RECIPES; all of us are not
great chefs, but to cook
delicious food without

much effort is to follow
Ohcheatday.

Editors' GenZ Instagram
recommendations
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TEDX
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 The power of vulnerability
 How to stop your thoughts from      
 controlling your life
 Inside the mind of a procrastinator
 why are we happy, what aren't we happy
 How to eliminate self-doubt forever and
the power of subconscious mind

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

 Coda (movie)-Apple TV
 Forrest Gump (movie)-Netflix
 Turning Red (animation movie)-Hotstar
 The Mentalist (series)-Amazon prime

1.
2.
3.
4. Grammarly - Every student would like to make

the process of writing emails, essays easier,
Grammarly helps to modify your content based
on the situation. 
Canva - Are you interested in designing but you
are a beginner, then Canva is your dream
destination. 
Todoist - College students have many things
going on and it is important to submit all the
projects before deadlines. Todoist helps you
organize your work.

 How to win friends and influence people 
- Dale Carnegie

 The subtle art of not giving a f*ck 
- Mark Manson

 Atomic Habits: An easy and proven way
to build good habits & break bad ones 

- James Clear

Recommendations

Books

Entertainment
Tools every student

must have

We would love to hear your thoughts on our
recommendations. Write to us at

gprecmagazine@gmail.com
Best thoughts and experiences will be published in

the next edition. 



Unstop Igniters Club

Codchef GPREC Chapter

CAD (Center for Awareness and Discussion)

Bhuvana Vijayam

Training and Placement Club

GDSC

CIE (Center for Innovation And Entrepreneurship)

English Club

Coders Club

IEEE

STUDENT CLUBS  
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BHUVANA
Vijayam

"Bhuvanavijayam" was named after Sri Krishna
Devaraya's renowned cultural and literary forum. 
Inaugurated in the month of February 1994, the
forum organizes programs with a motto to
develop student skills in different non-technical
aspects. Another year has passed, and
technology remains on the ascent, as students
focus mostly on technical skills, and the zeal to
participate in co-curricular activities remains
deep down. Along with the technical skills,
students must also explore their other talents.
The main objectives of this forum are to tap the
latent and innovative talents in cultural and
literal activities. The forum conducts various
guest lectures by eminent personalities in literary
field. The forum aims in creating awareness
among students in various aspects related to
culture and tradition. Bhuvanavijayam forum
conducts various talent-oriented events and
competitions such as dance, instrumental, vocal
competitions and various other activities like
quiz, elocution, writing, etc. Participating in the
events helps students in enhancing their skills.
Interacting and speaking up enriches the
students to overcome their fear and paves a path
to gain confidence.
Studies matter but arts matter too!

CAD 
(Center for Awareness and Discussion)

In this super technological fast world, humans
had become busy checking their mobiles and
had become no lesser than a slave to social
media. It’s important to know what’s
happening around us, no matter whatever
field you are in. The habit of reading
newspapers had become extinct. So CAD
forum was initiated with this motto.

The main motto of this club is to make every
student of GPREC aware of State,
Geopolitical, national, and international
burning issues. The host of the day will be
displaying or explaining the burning issue of
the week, or month, and the audience is given
a stage to discuss their views and thoughts
on the issue. In the ending the committee
members’ i.e, members of the CAD forum who
have studied the event thoroughly will be
expressing their thoughts on the event. The
whole process will be an interactive one. This
enhances students’ communication and
thinking skills. In addition to that, they will be
taking home the knowledge of what’s
happening in the world.

M Pundarikaksha Reddy
189X1A0143(2018-2022)

Student Head
 
 

Shalini B
199X1A0506 - IV CSE

Student- Chair
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Center for Innovation
and Entrepreneurship (CIE)

CIE has been working to provide
awareness on Entrepreneurship and
Innovation in the College (GPREC) campus
in the young minds. It focuses on the
synergy between the academic and the
Startups that fuels the Entrepreneurial
spirit and inculcate an Innovative bent of
mind among the students to help them to
be self-reliant and contribute towards
Nation building. 

CIE is the place that plays a huge role in
creating skilled entrepreneurs and
innovators, who are an integral part of
taking insightful decisions and risk takers. 

CIE runs with the aim to disseminate the
information that is required for starting or
running a business. CIE runs interactive
sessions with industry experts and
Entrepreneurs. It amalgamates the
students and the experts of different
segments to give clarity for the students
on how to begin their own Entrepreneurial
journey. Physical facilities available on the
campus are extended for implementing
their ideas, keeping liaisoning with the
relevant authorities, and encouraging and
enabling students to participate in outside
programs on Entrepreneurial wisdom. CIE
also encourages Innovative thinking by
students through organizing competitions
on Innovative/Entrepreneurial ideas and
supporting feasible and viable ideas for its
implementations.

Y. V. Charan Chand
189X1A01A7 (2018-2022)
 Student Ambassador CIE
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CodeChef 
GPREC Chapter

Most tech companies evaluate the potential
of the candidates, not through their college
scores, but through their programming
skills. So being an engineering student, it is
crucial to learn how to code for getting a
decent job.
 Have you ever questioned why the students
from Tier-1 colleges are getting high
packages compared to the other Tier
colleges? Well, the reason is quite simple:
the Coding Culture on those campuses is
amazing. What happens when the campus
has a good coding culture? The answer is
simple: We get higher packages. If we still
magnify it when there are a group of like-
minded students who are trying to solve
some of the complex problems, we get to
learn many complex algorithms and data
structures without much difficulty. Isn’t that
cool?

Even many of the big tech companies are
hiring through online coding rounds which
are accessible to everyone. So, it doesn’t
matter which college you belong to. The
only thing that matters is the competitive
programming culture. If it is truly amazing,
then that’s more than enough for getting
placed with a decent package.
 With this ideology, a chapter focusing
completely on improving this Competitive
Programming culture is established in our
college in the year 2020. It is CodeChef
GPREC. The main vision of this Chapter is to
improve the competitive programming
culture in addition to helping students in
becoming better problem solvers.

1. Never compare your coding skills with
others. Instead, you compare your coding
skills to the person you were yesterday.

2. Don’t solve tough problems directly.
Try to increase the pace of difficulty
slowly.

3. Be Consistent. Try to code a minimum
of one hour daily instead of coding 10
hours in a single day.

4. Never Give up!! One day you will thank
yourself for never giving up.

Coding Tips

 So, what are you waiting for join our community if you haven’t joined 
 
 

https://www.codechef.com/college-chapter/member
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 B. Bhoomika
199x1a0508 - IV CSE

President

@codechef_gprec_chapter

https://www.codechef.com/college-chapter/member


CODERS
CLUB

Code powers our digital world. Coding is
incredible skill that engages creative and
problem solving skills of students. In today's
world it is increasingly influenced by
software and hence colleges need to
produce graduates with outstanding
problem solving and coding abilities. Coders'
Club at GPREC strives to meet this objective.

Every year an entrance test is conducted for
all interested students across all branches
of II and III year to join Coders' Club, For II
year students, this test includes questions
from Quantitative aptitude, C & Data
structures. For III year students, this test
includes questions from Data structures,
Algorithms, Mathematics, Aptitude, and
Java.

About 60-70 top performing students are
chosen from each year to join the Coders'
Club. Some of the top performing II year
students are chosen as new volunteers of
the Club as they enter into their III year.

The volunteers of Coders' Club help organize
various events like setting question papers
for enrolling new members, short listing
students based on cutoffs, communicating
process.

This club was started in the year 2015, under
the initiative and guidance of Training and
Placement Officer, as a wing of Training and
Placement club, which has been run by the
student coordiators. It was later taken over
and nurtured by Mr. Imtiaz Ahmed, Faculty of
CSE (also Alumnus of GPREC). Presently, Mr.
Vishnuvardan Reddy, Faculty of CSE is now
guiding this club.

The main objectives of this club are to
empower our students to:

Solve problems using Math, Data
structures & Algorithms
Write correct, efficient and elegant code.
Crack the coding interviews at product
and service based companies, Compete
with students studying at other top
institutes.
Clear all the rounds in programming
contests like TCS CodeVita,
HackwithInfy, InfyTQ, Wipro Talent Next,
etc. 
Participate in various Hackathons like
Smart India Hackathon.
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Jahnavi Chennamsetty
199X1A0513 - IV CSE

Coders Club Lead



CLUB

ENGLISH
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 In this hustling world, communication skills
are as vital as technical skills. Even though
students are excelling at technical skills
these days, they are lacking communication
skills. It’s always not about what you know,
but also about how you express. Good
communication skills assist in all aspects of
life from professional life to personal life
and everything that falls in between.
So to bridge the gap between students and
communication skills, “ENGLISH CLUB “ the
sub-wing of “TRAINING & PLACEMENT
CLUB”, was established in the year 2015 by
C.N.Sai Sree Ram & M. Kranthi Kiran, the
student coordinators of Training &
Placement Club. English club is completely
galvanized by the senior students of the
college with abutment and enlightenment of
the English faculty.
 English club aims to provide opportunity to
students to practice listening skills, to
increase fluency, to reduce accent and to
build confidence which allows them to
express opinions and to debate issues
thereby encouraging critical thinking,
creating an interactive community and
enhance quick learning through the fun way
in a casual setting.

Student volunteers of English Club have
fabricated many activities such as
Elocutions, Essay Writing, Debates,
Storytelling, pronunciation games, puzzles
and quizzes and gave out prizes to the
winners. English Club is student-centered
and involves student active participation
which allows them to learn English in an
amusing way, in a natural and authentic
English speaking classroom community.
English movies are often screened which
helps students to improve their vocabulary
and fluency in English. Motivational lectures
and talks by successful alumni about the
significance of communication skills for
successful careers.
English Club also provides its members with
advantageous books and material
associated to English language to inculcate
the interest among students in literature.

Activities of English Club

Vikas Paridi
199X1A03B5 - IV ME

Student Head

@gprec_english_club



GOOGLE
Developers Student Clubs GPREC

Google Developer Student Club (GDSC) is
an international student developer
community where students across the
globe work on the latest technologies to
build a sustainable world. 
GDSC GPREC Chapter is established with
the vision of applying theoretical
knowledge to solve real world problems. It
aims to bridge the gap between classroom
learning and practical solving by
connecting with fellow developers all
around the globe.

In its first tenure, the GDSC GPREC team
organized hands-on and speaker sessions
on these domains: 
1. Android Development 
2. Competitive Programming 
3. Machine Learning 
4. Web Development

Each of these domain teams focuses on
providing guidance to the students on how
to start working on these from the basics.
Apart from these domain-specific
sessions, the team successfully organized
hands-on workshops on useful tools and
technologies such as git and github which
received a huge response from the
audience. Each domain supported
hundreds of students, both on and off
campus, in understanding their favorite
domain

As a part of Google Developer Student
Community, Android Study Jams and
Flutter Festivals are some of the events
organized to collaborate and learn with
inter college chapters. The Flutter Festivals
gave the opportunity to the UI development
enthusiasts to collaborate with other
developers and create amazing projects.
Also, the Solution Challenge is an annual
hackathon hosted by Google under GDSC.
The mission of the Solution Challenge is to
solve for one or more of the United Nations
17 Sustainable Development Goals using
Google technology. With the completion of
its tenure under the leadership of K Sai
Sudha (CSE 2023), the first ever team of
GDSC GPREC chapter is excited to
welcome its new leader, K Naga Himaja
(CSE 2024). With the new lead, the Google
Developer Student Club is ready to come
back with exciting events and looking
forward to the cooperation of the
community for another fun and brilliant
year

K. Naga Himaja
209X1A0566 - III CSE

GDSC Lead
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IEEE
(Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers)

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) was founded in 1963. It is an
organization dedicated to advancing
innovation and technological excellence for
the benefit of humanity and it is the world's
largest technical professional society. It is
designed to serve professionals involved in all
aspects of the electrical, electronic,
computing fields and related areas of science
& technology that underlie modern
civilization. The primary purpose of IEEE is to
inspire, enable, empower and energize the
student members to enhance their technical
interests by providing them a platform to
showcase their skills. IEEE's core purpose is
to foster technological innovation and
excellence for the benefit of humanity. One
can also enhance their volunteering skills
after getting into IEEE. The students, as well
as professionals, are presented with awards
for the students who show their excellence. 

IEEE GPREC Student Branch has been
recognised as one of the most active student
branches in Hyderabad Section which paved
a way to receive many awards. In recent
times, IEEE GPREC Student Branch is
awarded with "Exemplary Student Branch
Award" by IEEE Hyderabad Section on 4th
December 2021. Also, the Student Branch
has secured a prize for the outstanding
performance in Poster Presentation
Competition held by IEEE Hyderabad Section
on the theme "Student Branch Activities".
The Student Branch has also received
"Outstanding Student Branch Award" and
“Outstanding WIE AG Award” in 2020. 

Many students from the student branch are
showing their excellence and commitment
towards volunteering at various levels. K
Rohith, L D Dheeraj Raj, and K Sri Vardhan
has worked as Graphic Designers at India
level in IEEE. Some of the students are
continuously showing their interest towards
volunteering for IEEE Hyderabad Section. K
Rohith, K Sri Vardhan, L D Dheeraj Raj, N
Lakshman Kumar, G Geetha Vani, M
Sireesha, M Sai Vaishnavi and P Bhaswathi
has been awarded in recognition of the
commitment and dedication towards IEEE
Hyderabad Section SAC in 2021. Apart from
these, each and every volunteer are
providing their continuous support for the
flourishment of the student branch in all
aspects. Also, the faculty and the
management are providing their constant
motivation for the development of student
branch.

IEEE GPREC Student Branch was formed on
15th May 2014. At present, IEEE GPREC
Student Branch consists of Eight Societies
[CS, RAS, PES, PELS, IAS, MTTS, COMSOC, IT]
and One Affinity group [WIE AG]. IEEE is one
of the most active forums in the college. The
main aim of the student branch is to help the
students to enhance their skills in different
areas and to gain knowledge on the areas
which are booming in the present trend by
organizing various workshops, webinars,
paper presentations and many more technical
& non technical activities. A lot of events are
being conducted in the college by IEEE every
week. The major flagship events include
Ankoha [1.0, 2.0, 3.0], Robotica,
Technoledgica.59

K Rohith
189X1A0444(2018-2022)

Student Chair

@ieeegprecsb



 

 

Training and
Placement Club

The Training and Placement Club of G. Pulla
Reddy Engineering College was initiated in
the year 2010 by a group of like-minded
students with the support and guidance of
the Training and Placement Officer, Dr. B.
Veerabhadra Reddy. The Club, which has
started its journey with three students, now
cherishes more than 90 students. The Club
has six wings that manage Placements,
Internships, Coders’ Club, Higher Education,
Skill Development, and Alumni Affairs.The
Club has been striving consistently, to
provide opportunities to the students by
engaging them in various activities. This
provides an opportunity to build a network
with peers, seniors, juniors, and alumni of the
college. At the preliminary stage of the club,
student coordinators will take up tasks that
will be smaller in size and scope. Gradual
growth through the years drives them to
handle important activities such as organizing
placement drives, conducting Brain Wreck,
which is an Intra college fest exclusively for
the freshmen, etc, 

1. To have a permanent body of students to
assist the Training and Placement Club in
organizing various events of Training &
Placement.
2. To create awareness among students about
the placement and training process/activities.
3. To allow students to learn to work in teams
and organize events.
4. To promote managerial and leadership
skills among students.

• Plan and conduct a series of training
programs for students to bridge the gap
between campus teaching and industry
requirements
• Allow students to reinforce some industry-
specific skills like soft skills, management,
and employment skills by conducting various
activities
• Organize the campus interviews for the final
year and pre-final year students
• Create and maintain the Alumni network for
the benefit of students
• Conduct events like Brain Wreck, Rhetoric,
and coding contests to enhance student skills
• Conduct mock aptitude tests, psychometric
tests, group discussions, and personality
development tests.

5. To connect students with alumni of the
college.
6. To share knowledge and expectations from
the industry with students and beyond.

Aims and Objectives

Functions
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Saba Khanam
199X1A05F2 - IV CSE

Student Coordinator
 
 

@gprec_t_and_p.official



No competition 
means no progress! 

UNSTOP  
IGNITERS  CLUB
With the vision of igniting the spirit of
competitiveness amongst students,
Unstop Igniters Club is established in our
college this year in the month of May. The
club aims to cultivate competitiveness and
networking among students of GPREC
among themselves and with other colleges
to create opportunities for the students of
all departments. Unstop Igniters Club is a
first-of-its-kind community program that
fosters a culture of competitiveness,
learning, and growth and aims to create an
environment that provides an opportunity
for students to showcase their talent and
skills. With the program, we aim to create a
community that becomes self-sufficient in
the future and stays for years on campus.

How do students get benefitted?

Unstop Igniters Club helps to connect
unstoppable talent to the world. For
STUDENTS, Igniters club aims to become
the one-stop-shop, single platform, for all
the needs of students during their
academic journey and beyond. They'll be
able to see various opportunities in which
they can participate - Competitions,
Quizzes, Hackathons, Internships,
Scholarships, Cultural Festivals organized
inside and outside our college. The club
enables the students to collaborate and
work with students of other colleges to
build their network and knowledge

The vision

To ignite the spirit of
competitiveness amongst students. 
Provide a platform for students to
showcase their skills and talent
across domains. 
 Facilitate and collaborate with the
entities on-campus and off-campus
to create opportunities for students. 
 Play a pivotal role in elevating the
level of the competition organized by
clubs and committees of the college
to Inter-collegiate and National
Levels

Every student club and forum aims to make
college a better place for the students. It helps
them to learn things other than the curriculum
and makes them ready to face the world. With
the same motive, Unstop Igniters Club is willing
to collaborate with the various clubs and
forums of the college and help fellow students
to be ready to face the industry. Here is where
one can contact the team of Igniters Club.

J Prem
209X1A0593 - III CSE

Chief Ingniter
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Anokha has successfully completed the third installment. Anokha is a flagship

event organized by IEEE GPREC WIE AG every year. For the past three years,

IEEE GPREC WIE AG has conducted ANOKHA. The event invites notable speakers

from a wide range of fields to inspire and educate students to explore their

interests. Anokha 3.0 is a two-day event.

This year's theme is "BREAK THE BARRIER".

Every time ANOKHA is conducted we are overwhelmed by the response of the

students which encourages us to conduct more events like this every year. 

Stay tuned to IEEE GPREC SB for more events.

This year a total of three teams have been selected to participate in Smart India

Hackathon(SIH) 2022 from our college.

We congratulate the three teams for their break through and wish them good luck

for the finals. 

I hope more teams will be selected for finals next year from our college.

College Chronicles
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ANOKHA 3.0

SIH

Upcoming Events

NASA SPACE APP CHALLENGES E -Yantra
The NASA International Space Apps Challenge

(Space Apps) is an international hackathon for

coders, scientists, designers, storytellers, makers,

builders, technologists, and others in cities around

the world, where teams engage the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA’s)

free and open data to address real-world

problems on Earth and in space.

Our college is conducting an internal Hackathon in

the campus to give students an idea on how these

hackathons are conducted.

For more info visit:

https://www.spaceappschallenge.org/

e-Yantra competition is unique in that it's

actually a "hardware MOOC" where

students learn by competing and

competing whilst learning. The benefits are

top-rate placements, strengthening of the

college innovation ecosystem, and learning

contemporary engineering skills that

complement the theoretical syllabus in the

college.

Registrations are open till 25th August

2022, 11:59 PM.

The registration link for eYRC 2021-22:

https://portal.e-yantra.org



Nexus
The first edition of “NEXUS”, a student publication curated by a
team of students of GPREC. NEXUS is a platform that is designed
for up-and-comers, as well as the most masterful of contributors. 
 is there to facilitate voices and guide them towards the expansive
world.

Submit your work Social Media
gprecmagazine@gmail.com @nexus_gprec



Hope you had an

informative and fun

reading.

See you in the next edition :)



G Pulla Reddy Engineering College (Autonomous), Kurnool


